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Volume IV JANUARY, 1933 Number 1
- THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE
AVIATION OFFICIALS: ITS UTILITY
AND FUNCTION*
REED G. LANDISt
I. THE PROGRESS OF AVIATION
In opening the International Aeronautic Congress in 1893-
held at Chicago during the World's Fair-historic Octave Chanute
stated that it was becoming more and more apparent that eventually
man would be able to navigate the air space with heavier-than-air
craft. Just ten years later the Wright Brothers demonstrated the
practicability of that prophecy, although their flight brought forth
both sneers and suspicion from the incredulous.
From 1903 until the World War, aircraft demonstrated but
little in the way of practical utility and the development of aviation
lay almost entirely in the hands of the showman and occasional
sportsman. The. War saw an investment of millions of dollars
in aircraft engineering and manufacture, with the result that a brief
period of four years yielded more aviation progress than had been
made before in the entire history of the art. Flying technique im-
proved with equal rapidity. Pilots learned that "air pockets" do
not exist, but that air flows vertically as well as horizontally. They
learned, also, that the dreaded "tail spins" were maneuvers easily
overcome and corrected-even possible of prostitution, granted
sufficient altitude and a persistent enemy.
The War demonstrated very clearly that accurate courses could
be flown with a pay load that could be safely carried and delivered.
The training of thousands of civilians to become expert aviators
* Address delivered at the Annual Meeting of the National Association of
State Aviation Officials, Nashville, Tennessee, December 2, 1932.
t President, National Association of State Aviation Officials; Chairman,
Illinois Aeronautics Commission; and Member, Board of Directors of the AIR
LAW INSTITUTE.
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demonstrated also that the flyer was not necessarily a super-man.
Very largely as a result of this war experience as to materiel and
personnel, civil aviation sprang up throughout the world. Abroad,
that civil development secured a very substantial governmental sub-
sidy-in some countries it being almost impossible to determine
where civil activity ended and state assistance began. This aid
was due largely to the belief of foreign governments that a mer-
chant air marine is one of the most vital factors in national de-
fence. In the United States, because of our prejudices against di-
rect subsidy and our reliance upon individual initiative, the Govern-
ment, for many years, gave no assistance to civil aeronautics. It
was not until after the Post Office Department had demonstrated,
by its operation of the transcontinental air mail line, that air car-
riage, both by day and by night, was not only practicable, but prob-
ably profitable as well, that any scheduled operations by private in-
dividuals and corporations were seriously undertaken.
Since then, the country has been gridironed with a vast net-
work of air mail, passenger, and express lines operating, in most
cases over airways provided by the Federal Department of Com-
merce and receiving a considerable portion of their revenues from
the carriage of mail. Paralleling that growth has been the develop-
ment of unscheduled flying through individual or group ownership
of aircraft-used both for business and pleasure. To provide the
equipment and service for this growing industry and for the mili-
tary services of the United States Government, a manufacturing
and sales organization has been built by the aviation industry,
and over two thousand airports hold out their hospitality to the
itinerant, as well as the regularly scheduled, operator. Many
schools offer their facilities to those young men and women who
desire to fly or fit themselves for some other position in the indus-
try, and established business houses-such as the paint and varnish
manufacturers, lumber dealers, tire manufacturers, mill supply job-
bers, automotive equipment manufacturers-have developed de-
partments to serve aviation.
II. THE INTERESTS AFFECTED
Any analysis of aviation indicates that, essentially, it is trans-
portation. The purely sporting aspect diminishes in most cases
soon after a pilot really becomes experienced and, in the overwhelm-
ing majority of cases, aircraft are used for the purpose of carrying
persons and things speedily from place to place. As transportation,
then, aviation offers to play a very important part in connection
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with the manner and scale of living of the citizens of this country,
and it is as transportation, with a minor sporting aspect, that I be-
lieve it should be considered by those seriously interested in its
development.
Involved in air transportation are several groups of persons,
the most obvious of whom are those directly engaged in the busi-
ness, either for gain and reward or merely for pleasure. This first
group includes the manufacturer, dealer, engineer, mechanic, pilot,
owner, and operator of aircraft, the security holder and all of the
ancillary interests of the industry-including airports, air instruc-
tion, and navigational facilities. A second group includes the actual
or potential customers for aviation service, such as passengers,
private aircraft owners, students, and spectators at air exhibitions
of whatever sort. There is, also, a third group which, consciously or
unconsciously, has a very distinct interest in aviation. That is the
general public as a whole. Such an interest is two-fold: it looks
toward the benefits which have resulted, and which will result, from
air transportation; it looks as well to the hazards to which it may
be, perhaps unknowingly, subjected by aerial operations, and to the
effect-beneficial or harmful-which may result to persons and
property.
Each of these groups has certain rights in aviation. And each
is entitled to have those rights safeguarded to insure maximum
benefits and a minimum of injury. Of those rights, the first is that
of public safety, followed, in turn, by public service and profit to
the producer and operator. The important question presents itself:
How can each of those rights be best protected?
III. THE BASIS FOR FEDERAL AND STATE ACTIVITY
It is always dangerous to premise a program upon precedent
alone, but it is equally hazardous to neglect precedent in the con-
struction of any plan. To answer the question just mentioned, it
is necessary to remember that all other forms of transportation have
received aid and supervision, to some extent or another, from fed-
eral, state, or local governmental organizations. It is unnecessary
to remind you of the extensive land grants given to the railroads to-
gether with the regulations designed to promote the interests of all
concerned. Equivalent action has been taken with regard to steam-
ships and the success of our automotive industry is largely depend-
ent upon federal, state and local road construction programs and
traffic regulation. Similar precedents can readily be found in the
growth of public utilities generally.
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It would seem, then, that at least on the basis of precedent,
one is justified in stating that the federal, state, and local govern-
mental bodies have a similar responsibility to the various interests
involved in aviation to assist each in protecting and developing its
respective rights. Substantial progress has already been made in
this direction.
The Federal Program:
The Civil Air Commerce Act adopted by the federal government
created the Bureau of Aeronautics in the Department of Commerce,
which Bureau, under the able direction of Honorable Clarence M.
Young and his predecessor, the Honorable William P. McCracken.
Jr., has conceived and put into effect a far-reaching program of
encouragement and regulation covering certain portions of the
aviation activity of the nation.
Thus, the federal government has undertaken to license air-
craft on the basis of a careful engineering study and actual flight
tests made at points of manufacture and continued with periodic
inspection while the aircraft is in use. It has also provided for
medical, mental and flight tests of airmen, with appropriate licenses
for various types of flying activites. The holding of these federal
licenses is obligatory for aircraft and airmen only when they are
engaged in interstate commerce, although the opportunity to possess
such licenses is extended both to aircraft and airmen regardless of
interstate or commercial activity. The Department of Commerce
has issued Air Traffic Rules which are designed to apply to all
flying, inter- or intrastate, and an optional rating system has been
instituted for airports and air schools.
The State Program:
However much has been, and may be, accomplished by the
federal government, it remains that a large part Of our national
aviation activity is not obliged to meet the federal requirements and
cannot directly receive federal encouragement. Included in that
part, free from such obligation, are all pilots and aircraft flying
without pay or reward, whether inter- or intrastate, all airports and
all air instruction and all aircraft and airmen flying for profit or
reward in purely intrastate operations. It has been estimated that
not over twenty-five per cent of the actual flying activities, and
none of the ground establishment in the United States, is within
the requirements of federal regulation. The result is, that if the
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states undertake any part of the task, they have available a very
substantial portion of fundamental aviation activities as their own
separate problem.
Uniformity. With our forty-eight separate state governments,
it is obvious that aviation will be seriously retarded if state activity
of a regulatory character fails to achieve substantial uniformity.
Every aircraft that is worthy of the name is potentially an inter-
state vehicle, and it is exceedingly difficult to do any very great
amount of flying without crossing one or more state boundary
lines. It would indeed be a serious hazard to the progress of avia-
tion and a real burden on those engaged in it if each state were to
promulgate laws and regulations which were quite different from
those of its neighbors. This is, of course, no new thought
since, for a number of years, various agencies-including the
United States Government, the National Aeronautic Associa-
tion, the American Bar Association, the Aeronautical Cham-
ber of Commerce and others-have studied the problem of
uniform state regulation and have achieved very worth while
progress in that direction. It is primarily because of our recogni-
tion of that need that this Association exists, and one of our larg-
est and most important duties is to see that such state activity as
does take place is in harmony with the uniform developments and
that it is also of a beneficial character.
Standards. The selection of standards which may be readily
used by the federal government and the states somewhat simplifies
itself when the problem is squarely faced. Practically, there can be
only one measu.ring-stick when the federal government has already
established one-as it has with regard to aircraft, airmen, and air
traffic rules. In connection with airports, air navigation facilities,
and aeronautic instruction, the selection of a satisfactory standard
is more difficult. Wherever it is possible to use already existing
methods of measurement, the desirable policy would be to adopt
the federal standard, or, if none be available, that in general use by
the other states.
Aviation Instruction. It is my conviction, from a careful study
of accident figures and from considerable experience as a deputy
coroner in investigating air accidents, that aeronautic instruction
should be controlled more than it is at present. This matter ap-
pears to be entirely a state job and one with which but few states
have attempted to grapple. We must all agree that there are some
capable and experienced pilots who are not qualified to give in-
struction, just as we know that some splendid blacksmiths, mathe-
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maticians and authors cannot teach intelligently their own subjects.
If this be so, then I believe that no one should be allowed to give
instruction-for or without pay or reward-until he has demon-
strated by some fair and burdenless tests that he not only knows
how to fly, but that he can successfully communicate that knowl-
edge and skill to others. It may be possible to utilize the federal
instructor's rating as a standard requirement, or some modification
thereof. If so, the step would be one toward uniformity of prac-
tice. In case such be impossible, then I believe the states will be
forced to the adoption of a state standard in order to test the
ability of their instructors. There are other parts of the aviation
instruction field that deserve careful study in order that a student
will be guaranteed a reasonably safe and effective course of in-
struction so that he will be a hazard neither to himself, his friends,
or others-either on the ground or in the air.
Airports. Airports, too, are of importance in relation to safety.
Their regulation is as desirable from this point of view as is their
multiplication-as a development factor for the art. In this con-
nection, I believe it well worth while to study the possibilities in-
volved in clothing airports, or certain classes of them, in a legal
garb that would carry with it rights of condemnation and zoning-
both of land as well as the approaches, and that would also carry
with it some real protection against unnecessary competition. In
their essential characteristics, airport standards and airport mark-
ings must be uniform in order that those engaged in interstate flight
may understand the type of ground facilities available beneath them.
Airways. It is more than probable that many states will even-
tually construct and operate state airways, coordinating with, and
augmenting, the federal system for the use of both scheduled and
unscheduled operations. Any such program should of course be
carefully planned with the Department of Commerce and with neigh-
boring states.
Flexibility of Control. One of the distinct problems in con-
nection with state regulation and encouragement of aviation is that
of keeping step with progress in the art. I suppose that not a year
has elapsed since the Aeronautics Branch was formed that has not
seen revisions of its regulations. These have been necessitated by
changes in the subject matter to be regulated or encouraged. I
know that many of its original and fundamental conceptions have
been revised, and it is a distinct compliment to the intelligence of
those who conceived, established, and operate the Aeronautics
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Branch that it is so completely able to meet all current developments
of the industry.
The states will undoubtedly profit by the federal experience,
but I wish to emphasize the fact that they should not enact their
aeronautic rules and regulations into statute law, but should rather
enact legislation which gives to some person or persons discretion-
ary powers, with proper safeguards, in order that the regulations
may be issued and altered from time to time, between sessions of
the legislature if necessary, to fit the changing needs. I have no
brief for any particular form of commission or state organization
to do this job, for I know that the problem will vary between the
states according to their individual conditions and governmental
organization. I do believe, however, that as a general rule there
are advantages to be gained by a multiplication of brains, even if
ordinary, and that it will be wise to give any single state officer
who is charged with the duties of encouraging and regulating avia-
tion that assistance which can only be obtained by having an ad-
visory board or bureau to supplement his own experience and
thought. It is almost needless to add that such advisory officers
should 'have had actual experience in aviation-of an extensive and
very practical nature. In the last analysis, aeronautics is a technkial
subject and, as a result, rules and regulations which are promul-
gated without proper experience in the art are certain to be either
ineffective or burdensome to the industry.
IV. FUNCTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
The foregoing represents the federal and state programs and it
is significant to note that the states are committed to some form
of control of aviation. Forty-seven of them already have enacted
laws pertaining to aeronautics and, fortunately, the trend toward
substantial uniformity is both great and growing.
To date, only one state has taken no action on the question
of state regulation and encouragement of aviation and in this con-
nection it is interesting to note that Col. Clarence M. Young has
stated: "Coordinated action by both (states and federal govern-
ment) is necessary to the satisfactory regulation" and "the regu-
latory system must be comprehensive enough to embrace the entire
field."
Uniformity:
As previously stated, this National Association of State Avia-
tion Officials largely owes its existence to the well-defined desire to
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attain desirable uniformity in the state control. One of the first ob-
ligations is to understand what has already been done by the several
states in the way of legislation and regulation. With that thought
in mind, the appended charts have been set up to the existing situa-
tion. The first of these, dealing with license requirements for air-
craft and airmen, shows distinctly the trend toward uniformity in
the adoption of federal standards. The second chart sets forth
the type of regulatory body, if any, which is empowered to control
aeronautical activity. Here, it is obvious that uniformity is lacking
and there is no need for it. The chart, however, makes possible
at a glance the determination of the major trends in aviation con-
trol. The third chart, which offers a more detailed picture, shows
the major activities carried on under the various state programs.
It makes possible a ready understanding of the jurisdictional basis
of every state body-what activities are subjected to state approval
and regulation, and what promotional activities-for the benefit of
aviation-may be undertaken. It is possible that, through some
interpretation-other than that given herein-to the laws, certain
of the states are engaged in activities other than those listed in the
third chart.
Committee Research:
Believing that uniformity can only be achieved as a result of a
thorough study and understanding of all the pertinent facts, I have
appointed six committees, in addition to the customary one on mem-
bership, whose duties will be to assemble all available data and re-
port back their findings and recommendations to this Association
at its annual meetings. These committees deal with: (1) Aircraft
and Airmen, (2) Aviation Instruction, (3) Legislation, (4) Regu-
latory Organizations and Finance, (5) Navigational Aids, and (6)
Airports.
In this regard it is interesting to note that, apparently, more
progress has been made by the states in the direction of regulation
than in so-called encouragement. This is neither unnatural nor
improper, for regulation has as its prime objective public safety.
There an be no doubt that as safety is increased the public will
become better, and more profitable prospects for aviation service
and material. On that premise, then, as well as from the humani-
tarian viewpoint, governmental action is justifiably directed initially
in the direction of safety. On the other hand, prompt and helpful
action should be taken to provide direct aid to the development of
the art within limits of propriety and finance.
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One of the committees of this Association is now engaged in
making a detailed study as to the various types of state machinery
for properly doing the state job, and of methods of financing such
activity. At least, four methods of financing are now in effect:
(1) the direct appropriation from general funds, (2) the indirect
appropriation from general funds-by way of an appropriation
from some existing department, such as a Highway Department,
(3) an appropriation which can be available only as revenues are
built up for a state aviation fund through monies received from
aviation licenses, and (4) the allocation of income from an avia-
tion gasoline tax, to be used specifically for- aeronautic activities.
State Aids to Aviation:
There is a very natural and timely objection on the part of
many citizens, and many people engaged in aviation, to the appro-
priation of state funds for new purposes and, particularly, an op-
position to the levying of gasoline taxes on aviation. In this con-
nection, it is of interest to consider the fourth chart appended
to this paper which illustrates the increase both in manufacturing
and in the use of the automobile, motor truck, and motor bus, in
relation to the provision of facilities for use of such vehicles. It is
unnecessary to argue the old question of whether the hen or the egg
came first. The fact remains that they are both beneficial and no
sane person will deny that the existence of good roads is absolutely
necessary to the enjoyment of the many advantages of automobiles.
It is my very earnest conviction that the same situation holds true
in aeronautics. As ground facilities are provided, the safety and
use of existing aircraft will be increased and an additional market
for new aircraft will be created which will, in turn, be used more
and more.
Certainly the various governmental agencies have a distinct
obligation to encourage the provision of such facilities. I am
further convinced that the benefit resulting from such facilities is
of so certain and profitable a character for the public at large as to
justify a reasonable expenditure of public monies in their develop-
ment and maintenance. This should not be a job for public funds
alone since the public is but one of the parties benefiting. All parts
of the aviation industry should participate because all branches of
the industry will receive the benefits therefrom.
It seems impossible that the history of railroads and utilities
could be studied without reaching the conclusion that it would be far
better for aviation to urge the adoption of beneficial and cooperative
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regulation than -to await the time when destructive and damaging
action will be thrust upon it. I believe that the adoption of this
policy by the aviation industry and by the various governmental
agencies involved would not only benefit air transportation but
would substantially protect the public in the varied rights which it
has. Applying this thought to the question of taxation, I start with
the premise that aviation can no more hope to avoid taxation than
can any other part of our national interests and that aviation would
be exceedingly wise -if it dropped back from its first-line trenches
where it is opposing any and all forms of taxation and legislation,
to the second-line of defense wherein it would endeavor to secure
every possible guarantee that the legislation, regulation and taxa-
tion will be of a most helpful and reasonable character-consistent
with the public interest. From an examination of the various taxa-
tion programs in existence and contemplated, I have reached the
conclusion that the tax on gasoline consumption is probably the
most equitable and effective method of meeting the situation. Later
on in this program you will hear a learned gentleman of the law
discuss the legal aspects of gasoline taxation and will also hear
a practical operator of air transportation tell you of the benefits
which funds so collected have made available in his state. I have
made a careful survey of the situation and believe that the increased
operating cost, due to the application of a reasonable gas tax on
aviation, would be a minute percentage of the present operating
cost, and that the provision, by those funds, of additional facilities
should stimulate business sufficiently to more than pay back that
additional cost-by reduction of overhead and other fixed charges,
whether the operation be that of a regularly scheduled air line, a
privately owned aircraft, or a fixed base.
An Informational Clearing-House:
This Association, if it is to justify its existence, must make a
concrete contribution to the accomplishment of the premises which
air transportation holds. I am convinced that as it is now set up,
with its working committees, its *regional vice-presidents, its Board
of Governors, and its contact with the various federal departments
involved, it probably holds the greatest promise of being an effective
tool in securing uniform and effective legislation, regulation and
development for aeronautics, in the fields not already covered by
the Federal Department of Commerce activities. The present sec-
retary's office, with its most extensive library of state, national, and
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international air law material, and its periodicals, operating as a
center for the exchange of opinions and ideas, should make much
easier the work of state officials and those interested in developing
such activities in their respective states.
There are many problems involved in uniformity other than
the mere drafting of uniform state laws. A number of states have
found it desirable to extend air traffic rules to cover private, as well
as commercial, flying in certain of its phases. Accident investiga-
tion, compilation of statistical information, registration of licenses
for 'aircraft and airmen, methods of regulating barnstorming and
special charter flights, reciprocity between states relative to the air-
craft and airmen of each, and many other questions must be settled
before we can hope to have any real uniformity-not to mention
the methods and documentary forms used in accomplishing these
vario.us jobs.
On all of these questions, this Association, through its com-
mittees, its secretary's office, its regional vice-presidents, and its
Board of Governors, should be of untold assistance not only to the
aviation officials of the various states involved, but as well to the
aviation industry and to the general public. It can only be of such
assistance if its membership is truly representative and inclusive
and if its individual members cooperate to the limit of their ability
on the small portion of the task which each one individually will
be invited to carry. It is a typical American responsibility which
faces the members of this Association, and each member must do
his job, must play his part, or the success of the program will be
seriously hazarded-if not destroyed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
By way of a conclusion, may I now summarize those various
factors which appear to me to constitute the fundamental program
of this Association. They are:
(1) Annual Association Meetings-for open and mutual dis-
cussion of all current problems which confront the
aviation official, those interested directly in the indus-
try, and the public at large.
(2) Frequent Regional Meetings-for a like discussion of
regional and local problems and their adjustment.
(3) Committee Organization, Studies, and Reports-to deal
carefully, as a result of scientific and thorough study
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of all the factors involved, with each of the special
subjects of current importance and to report thereon
back to the Association.
(4) A Central Clearing-House-located at the office of the
Secretary, to include at least the following informa-
tion which would be available to all members:
(a) The laws and regulations of all states, as well as
all proposed laws and changes;
(b) Annual reports of the various state regulatory
bodies, to make possible an understanding of
current developments in each of the states;
(c) A record of membership in the various state regu-
latory bodies-with names, addresses, etc., of
that membership;
(d) A record of statistical information pertaining to
each of the states as to:
(1) documents and methods employed,
(2) appropriations-and use thereof, and
(3) accident information and other state
statistics.
(e) Collection and dissemination of information, opin-
ion, and experience relative to the problems of
members.
(5) Cooperation with Natieral and Local Organizations-to
best promote the intc:ests of the Association, aviation
industry, and the public.
(6) Expression of Association Opinion-on matters of na-
tional or international significance, which would include
the giving of adequate publicity to any such Associa-
tion opinion.
If such be our program as an institution, then we can indeed
realize the professed objectives of this Association-to foster avia-
tion both as an industry and as an arm of national defense, to
join our efforts with those of other national agencies in research
pertaining to aeronautics, and to encourage cooperation betweev
the several states.
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Chart I
AIRCRAFT AND AIRMEN LICENSE REQUIREMENTS
State
1. Alabama .......... X
2. Arizona ........... X
3. Arkansas .........
4. California ......... X
5. Colorado.........
6. Connecticut .....
7. Delaware ........ X
8. Florida ........... X
9. Georgia ...........
10. Idaho ............. X
11. Illinois ............ X
12. Indiana ........... X
13. Iowa .............. X
14. Kansas ........... X
15. Kentucky .......... X




20. Michigan .......... X
21. Minnesota .........
22. Mississippi ........ X
23. Missouri ...........
24. Montana .......... X
25. Nebraska ......... X
26. Nevada ...........
27. New Hampshire ...
28. New Jersey ....... XX
29. New Mexico ...... X
30. New York ........ X
31. North Carolina ...
32. North Dakota ....
33. Ohio ............. X
34. Oklahoma ........ X
35. Oregon ...........
36. Pennsylvania.
37. Rhode Island ....... X
38. South Carolina ... X
39. South Dakota ..... X
40. Tennessee .........
41. Texas ............. X
42. Utah ............. X
43. Vermont .......... X
44. Virginia ...........
45. Washington.......X
46. West Virginia .....
47. Wisconsin ......... X































(Civil aircraft, airmen carry-
ing passengers)
(Civil, passenger carrying)
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Chart II
TYPES OF STATE AVIATION REGULATORY BODIES
'2
State. .2 .0~~ 2 Comment.
























































State Road Department (Airports)X
Department of Public Works
Illinois Aeronautics Commission
X Municipal regulation only
X
State Aircraft Board
Air Board of Kentucky




Michigan Board of Aeronautics





New Jersey Aviation Commission
State- Corporation Commission
Temporary State Commission
X Municipal regulation only
Board of Railway Commissioners
Director of Aeronautics, and Bureau
State Highway Department
Oregon Board of Aeronautics
Pennsylvania Aeronautics Comm.
State Aviation Commission
X Municipal regulation only
X
Director, Div. of Aeronautics
X (Highway Dept.)
X
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles
State Corporation Commission
X State Board of Aeronautics
12 5 2 7 7 15
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Chart III
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Chart IV
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF GASOLINE TAXA-
TION AS AFFECTING AVIATION*
By JOHN C. COOPER, JR.t
Your President in his address this morning has indicated the
importance to the aviation industry of taxes upon gasoline and
other motor fuel. When I accepted, some weeks ago, his very
kind invitation to speak to you today on the legal aspects of gaso-
line taxation as affecting aviation, I did not realize the technical
difficulty confronting any adequate presentation of this subject.
Frankly, I do not feel that I have mastered those difficulties, but
I have found some very interesting things which perhaps will be
of value to this association. You will understand that I must nec-
essarily refrain from taking any position as to the political advisa-
bility or inadvisability of taxing aviation motor fuel for the purpose
of providing state aid to aviation or otherwise. As a member of
the Aeronautical Law Committee of the American Bar Association
(of which committee your able counsel, Mr. George B. Logan of
St. Louis, has been Chairman) it would be quite improper for me
to proceed further in any public discussion of this question than to
express my personal views on some of the legal points involved.
But before proceeding to discuss these legal problems, it is
proper to give consideration to the entire field of gasoline taxation.
The best review which I have found on the subject' states that a
gasoline tax was first adopted in February, 1919, when the Legis-
lature of Oregon passed a bill authorizing the collection of a one
cent tax in that State. A similar measure had been introduced iri
the Oregon Legislature in 1917 but was not passed. The first pub-
lic recommendation of a tax on gasoline as a revenue measure ap-
pears to have been made by President Wilson in 1915, in a message
to Congress. A federal gasoline tax was included in 1918 in the
House revenue bill but was not adopted.
Following the lead of Oregon, various states adopted state
gasoline taxes, until finally, in 1929, every state in the union had
*Address delivered at the Annual Meeting of the National Association of
State Aviation Officials, Nashville, Tennessee, December 2, 1932.
tChairman, American Bar Association Committee on Aeronautical Law;
Member, American Delegation, Comit6 International Technique D'Experts Jur-
diques Ariens; Vice President, National Association of State Aviation Officials;
and formerly President, Florida Bar Association.
1. T. 0. Craw ford, The Administration of the Gasoline Tax In the United
States, published by the Municipal Administration Service, 1932.
[17]
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included a gasoline tax in its revenue measures. From the original
one cent, the rates have also rapidly increased. The top rates are
those adopted by Tennessee and Florida in 1931-32, in each of
which states a seven cent tax is now in force. The last available
tabulation indicates that of the forty-nine taxing units (forty-eight
states and the District of Columbia), four have a two cent tax,
twelve have a three cent tax, seventeen have a four cent tax, nine
have a five cent tax, five have a six cent tax, and two have a seven
cent tax. The figures as to revenue produced by these taxes in
1932 are not yet available. The 1931 figures have, however, been
made available in a tabulation prepared by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture.2  This tabulation indicates the following
amazing figures: 15,407,650,452 gallons of gasoline were taxed in
1931. The gross tax assessed prior to any deduction was $569,-
809,232.00. After refunds and exemptions the net tax collected
was $536,397,458.00.
In addition to these figures, you will recall that the Federal
Government, in the 1932 tax bill, provided for a one cent tax on
gasoline and this is now being collected. If approximately the
same number of gallons of gasoline are taxed during the current
fiscal year as were taxed in the 1931 calendar year, this federal
tax will add $150,000,000.00 to the tax bill paid in the United
States on gasoline and other motor fuel. These are staggering
figures, particularly when one realizes that this character of taxa-
tion had never been levied prior to 1919.
In the March, 1932, issue of Aviation appears an interesting
memorandum which includes two maps. One of these maps shows
the gas tax burdens on aviation fuel. I regret that it is not prac-
tical to submit that map to you today. The comment from the
above mentioned article is, however, most interesting. With refer-
ence to the state aviation gas taxes the following statement is there
made:
"Of the eleven states which collect a tax of five cents a gallon or more
on aviation fuel, ten are grouped in a solid block in the southeastern corner
of the country. Of the remaining 37 states, 29 leave aviation fuel free of
all tax either by specific exemption or by provisions for refunding the tax
after its collection on proof that the fuel was used in aircraft.
"Among the nine northern states that collect some tax on aviation fuel,
several apply the proceeds directly and specifically to aeronautical purposes,
such as the building of landing fields, or the lighting of airways. Relatively
few of the ten southern commonwealths in the high tax group earmark
the gas tax proceeds in any such fashion.
2. Bureau of Public Roads.
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"The map applies to the tax collected on fuel used in private and tran-
sient flying. In a few instances the tax is either reduced or entirely can-
celled in the case of fuel used in regular scheduled interstate transport or
even on that used in any transport operation.
"Obviously as a matter of common justice, the aeronautical world is
opposed to seeing a tax collected on aviation fuel go into the general funds
of the state or into the highway fund, aviation deriving no direct benefit.
There are marked differences of opinion upon whether or not a tax ear-
marked specifically for aeronautical work is desirable. Some aviation inter-
ests favor it, others are virulently in opposition. It is worthy of note that
the three states that are most often held up to high praise for their far-
sighted attitude in connection with aviation and for their generous outlays
in support of the development of air navigation facilities, Idaho, Michigan
and Pennsylvania, all collect a gas tax and, in one case a very high tax.
Furthermore, all three insist upon a state in addition to a federal license
and two of them collect an annual license fee on all aircraft operating
within the state, so deriving still more revenue for airway development
work." •
The original purpose of every state gasoline tax was the de-
velopment and improvement of state highways. Many of the States
have realized the doubtful propriety of levying taxes for highway
purposes upon users of gasoline for other than highway motor
vehicle purposes and have provided specific exemption to persons
using such gasoline for other than motor vehicle fuel, or have al-
lowed such users to obtain a refund of gasoline taxes already paid
upon filing proof as required by the statute that the tax was paid
on gasoline used for other than highway purposes. As a result of
these exemption provisions, or refund provisions, as stated in the
above quoted article from Aviation, at least twenty-nine states now
leave aviation fuel free of all tax. Of course, the federal tax of
one cent per gallon which became effective in 1932 is in substance
a manufacturer's tax and is paid at the source by the producer
of the gasoline which is being taxed and is subject to no exemption.
If gasoline taxes are to be used as a basis for state aid to avia-
tion, two things must be considered:
(a) In those state where no exemption or refund is now pro-
vided, statutes must be adopted segregating the actual or es-
timated tax on gasoline used in aviation from the mass of
gasoline taxes collected; and
(b) In those states where there is an exemption or refund
provision, such exemption or refund provision must be abol-
ished and statutory provisions adopted for segregating the
actual or estimated tax on gasoline used in aviation.
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You will readily see that no additional burden will result to
the aviation industry in those states included under class (a).
However, in those states under class (b) in which there is a present
exemption or refund provision, the aviation industry will pay, pre-
sumably, additional amounts for fuel equivalent to the tax on gaso-
line now refunded or exempted.
The legal problems involved under the two classifications are
not dissimilar. It is obvious that if a state can adopt a gasoline
tax applicable to all motor fuel, irrespective of the use to which
the proceeds of such taxation is used, then that state can abolish
the aviation exemption provision if it has one, and can segregate
such part of the gasoline tax as it may determine for aviation
purposes.
Let us first consider the right of a state to tax gasoline, or
other motor fuel. By far the greater number of the states impose
these taxes as license, excise, or privilege taxes upon the business
of selling, distributing, or using gasoline. A few statutes are based
upon the theory that the tax is levied in return for the right of the
motor vehicle to use the public highways. Of the latter class of
taxes I will speak in a few minutes. Taking first the great majority
of the state taxes, a few words will illustrate the basis on which
they have been upheld, particularly against the charge of effecting
a burden upon interstate commerce.
The leading case is Sonneborn v. Cureton8 decided by the
Supreme Court of the United States in 1922. In construing the
Texas statute, the court modified in part certain earlier decisions.
I cannot improve on the analysis of the Sonneborn case as outlined
by Prof. Crawford:4
"The most important case from the point of view of the lawmaker and
the administrator is Sonneborn Brothers v. Cureton. In this case the court
discusses four classes of transactions:
(1). Sale of oil made in Texas, which when sold was not in Texas.
(2) Sale of oil to be delivered from Texas out of the State.
(3). Sale of oil shipped into Texas and afterwards sold from the store-
rooms in unbroken original packages.
(4). Sale in Texas from broken packages.
The state made no attempt-to tax gasoline in the first two categories,
and in the fourth the company did not deny its liability for the tax.
The issue was raised in the third case where oil was transported into
8. Sonneborn v. Cureton, 262 U. S. 506 (1923). This case should be con-
sidered in connection with earlier cases, particularly Standard Oil Co. v. Graves,
249 U. S. 389 (1919); Askren v. Continental Oil Co., 252 U. S. 444 (1920)
and Bowman v. Continental Oil Co., 256 U. S. 642 (1921).
4. Administration of the Gasoline Tax in the United States. supra. n. 59.
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their warerooms in Texas from outside the state and then held for
sale in Texas in original packages of transportation.
"Was this a regulation of, or a burden upon, interstate commerce?"
The court answered:
We think it is neither. The oil has come to a state of rest in the
warehouse of the appellants and has become a part of the stock,
with which they propose to do business of wholesale dealers in
the state. The interstate transportation was at an end, and whether
in the original packages or not, a state tax upon the oil as prop-
erty, or upon its sale in the state, if the state law levied the same
tax on all oil or all sales of it, without regard to origin, would be
neither a regulation nor a burden of the interstate commerce of
which this oil had been the subject.
"Gasoline shipped into one state from another state is. exempt from
taxation until it is unloaded if shipped in response to a previous order; but
when shipped into the state and held for indefinite storage or future sale,
it is subject to the tax as soon as it comes to a state of rest, even before it
is unloaded or removed from the original packages or tank cars."
State lawmakers found that the sales taxes on gasoline were
being evaded by large consumers. Such consumers purchased
gasoline in another state, shipped it to the state of ise in bulk,
there stored it, and then used it from time to time for their own
purposes. To prevent this practice, many states have amended
their gasoline sales taxes to include provisions for taxing the busi-
ness of storing or distributing motor fuel even when there is no
sale. But it was immediately contended that such statutes were a
direct burden on interstate commerce. The Supreme Court has
again answered the question in the negative. Quoting from Prof.
Crawford :5
"The Supreme Court on May 31, 1932, handed down a decision involv-
ing two cases, the Gregg Dyeing Company v. Query, and the City of Green-
ville v. Query.6 In the first, the corporation purchased gasoline from out-
side of the state to be used for commercial purposes, and in the second,
the City of Greenville purchased gasoline for municipal purposes. In each
case, they refused to pay on the ground that the gasoline had been shipped
in interstate commerce, and had become subject to a state tax which was
a burden upon interstate commerce. The court maintained in its opinion,
which upheld the authority of the state, that the gasoline had come into
the state to be used by the appellant and that it became subject to state
taxation when it came to a state of rest. This case differs from earlier
ones because no attempt was made by either the Gregg Dyeing Company or
the City of Greenville to sell gasoline. There was no discrimination and
no burden placed upon interstate commerce."
6. Id., p. 60.
6. Gregg Dyeing Co. v. Query; City of Greenville v. Query, 286 U. S. 472
(1932).
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From these decisions it is apparent that a state can validly
tax gasoline when brought into the state and then sold, used or
stored.
Two additional questions -remained to be answered which par-
ticularly affect aviation:
(1) May the state impose a sales tax upon gasoline pur-
chased in that state, but to be used as a motor fuel to propel planes
of the purchaser engaged in interstate commerce, and
(2) May the State impose a storage or consumption tax on
gasoline purchased out of the State by an aviation transport com-
pany, brought into the State in bulk and stored in the company's
tanks, and thereafter used by the company in its own planes en-
gaged in interstate commerce.
Let us consider the first of these questions:
Until a few months ago it was a matter of legal speculation
how far a state could go in taxing aviation fuel irrespective of
the use to which the gasoline itself, or the proceeds of the tax
is put. But it seems to me that such speculation is now at an end.
The State of South Carolina in 1929 adopted a gasoline tax act
known as Act No. 102, of the South Carolina Acts of 1929, which
provided for a six cent per gallon tax on all gasoline, or other
motor vehicle fuel "sold or consigned, used, shipped or distributed
for the purpose of sale within the State". The tax fund resulting
from this taxation is used for road purposes. The tax is levied
upon all persons selling, consigning, using, shipping, or distributing
for the purpose of sale within the State, any gasoline or substi-
tute thereof for the privilege of carrying on such business. In
other words, the South Carolina Act seems to be in effect a sales
tax on all gasoline sold in the state but is levied against the seller
as a tax on the right of the seller to engage in that business in
South Carolina. Many other states have gasoline taxes of the same
technical character. Under such a statute, it is obvious that all
gasoline sold in South Carolina, whether used for aviation, for
farm tractors, for motorboats, or for any purpose whatsoever is
taxed, and the tax used for the public roads of the State.
If such a tax is valid, then it is further apparent that
an additional act of the legislature segregating part of such
tax, as a state aviation aid, must be valid because the use
to which the tax fund is to be put has nothing to do with
the purpose for which the tax was originally levied. The South
Carolina tax act therefore provides an excellent field for a test
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case.7 The Supreme Court of the United States has held the South
Carolina tax act valid against a most searching attack. In 1931,
Eastern Air Transport Inc. filed suit against the South Carolina
Tax Commission in the Federal Court to restrain the collection of
the tax with respect to gasoline sold to Eastern Air Transport, on
the ground that as to such gasoline the tax imposes a burden upon
interstate commerce in violation of the Constitution of the United
States. It was agreed that Eastern Air Transport purchased gaso-
line in South Carolina for the use of its planes and that such planes
were flown through South Carolina engaged in interstate business.
You will recall that the entire proceeds of the South Carolina tax
is used for highway purposes. Notwithstanding that fact and the
fact that Eastern Air Transport planes were being used solely in
interstate commerce, the lower court refused to enjoin the collec-
tion of the tax and said in substance that it was a valid tax be-
cause the sale on which the tax is levied is not a transaction in
interstate commerce." The case went to the Supreme Court of the
United States. That Court in an opinion handed down on March
4, 1932, by Mr. Chief Justice Hughes, sustained the lower court
and held that the sales which were taxed were purely intrastate
transactions." In other words, the tax was held valid because the
tax is upon the seller or upon the sale before the gasoline became
an instrumentality of interstate commerce. In certain states, the
gasoline tax is levied not against the seller but against the pur-
chaser. Where, however, the tax is essentially a tax upon the sale,
I am inclined to believe that the rule would not be different."1
7. In passing, it might be mentioned that the Florida acts and the Georgia
acts are similar and that Georgia in 1931 segregated over two million dollars
from the gasoline tax fund for school purposes, and that Florida in the same
year out of $15,000,000.00 collected for gasoline taxes segregated $5,700,000.00
to pay road bonds and three million dollars for schools and other purposes
apart from the construction and maintenance of highways. I mention these
facts to illustrate the ease with which funds collected from gasoline taxes
under statutes similar to the South Carolina statute can be appropriated by
the legislature for purposes entirely foreign to the use of the gasoline which
is being taxed. This is one of the great objections to all gasoline taxes, par-
ticularly when considered in connection with the ever increasing rates and the
hesitancy of a legislature to remove such a tax when once imposed.
8. Eastern Air Transport Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Commission, 52 F.
(2d) 456, 1931 U. S. Av. R. 197 (1931).
9. Eastern Air Transport Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Commission, 285 U.
S. 147, 1932 U. S. Av. R. 206 (1932).
10. While the Eastern Air Transport case, supra, held valid a statute
which, inter alia, provides for a tax upon the use of gasoline in South Carolina,
the Supreme Court did not, in my opinion, pass upon that phase of this statute
as affecting interstate commerce. A state tax upon the mere use of gasoline
which has no prior status in the taxing state may be invalid insofar as inter-
state commerce is affected. Helson & Randolph v. Kentucky, 279 U. S. 245
(1929) see also Transcontinental and Western Air, Inc. v. Lujan, - N. M.
-, 8 P. (2d) 103 (1931). See also the following list of notes discussing the
Eastern Air Transport cases (as collected for me through the kindness of the
AIR LAW INSTITUTE): 3 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 140, 449-456; 2 Air Law Re-
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In some states, 1 the tax is levied on the gasoline sold or used
as a privilege tax for the use of the highways. In case of taxes
of this character, it would seem that the proceeds of the tax could
not be diverted from the highway funds to or for other purposes.
Such seems to have been the situation as understood in Michigan.
In that State a separate act was passed in 1929 imposing a specific
tax of three cents per gallon upon all gas used in aircraft of any
kind or nature in that State. Perhaps there was some doubt as to
the validity of the tax, particularly as its effect apparently would
have been to tax the use of gasoline as fuel in interstate flights, and
as an instrumentality of interstate commerce. In 1931 a new act
was passed in Michigan pursuant to which a tax of three cents
per gallon is imposed on all gasoline sold or used in producing or
generating power for propelling aircraft "using any state, county,
township or municipal or public airport or landing field in the State
of Michigan," with a proviso that a refund of one and one-half
cents per gallon shall be made to air-line operators who showed
proof that they are operating air-lines on scheduled interstate op-
eration. The validity of this tax does not seem to have been tested
but the Attorney General of Michigan has rendered an able and
persuasive opinion insisting upon the validity of this tax."2 It is
not clear to me exactly how the tax under this statute is calculated.
Presumably a tax of three cents per gallon can be collected when
gasoline is sold at a public airport. But I do not see how the tax
can be calculated or collected on gasoline purchased elsewhere
(for example, outside of the State of Michigan), used in planes
operating in Michigan even when using public airports or landing
fields in Michigan. Nor do I understand how the tax is made ap-
plicable to gasoline sold and used at private airports.
Let us pass now to the second question which I have hereto-
fore suggested; namely, the right to tax gasoline purchased outside
the state and brought into the state by an aviation company for its
own use. The validity of a tax of this character has been recently
tested in Tennessee, where such a statute is in effect. 13 American
view 54, 605; 45 Harvard Law Rev. 384; 32 Columbia Law Rev. 903; 1 U.
of Detroit Law Jour. 203; 18 Virginia Law Rev. 910; 49 Bankers Law Jour.
735. It has been assumed that the Eastern Air Transport case overruled U. S.
Airways Inc. v. Shaw, 43 F. (2d) 148 (1930) and Midcontinental Express Co.
,A Lujan, 47 F. (2d) 268 (1931). It i urged in 3 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 449
that they can be distinguished. The point deserves most careful consideration.
11. Michigan, for example. See Sprout v. South Bend, 277 U. S. 163
(1928) for a full discussion of municipal or state charge by way of licenses,
for the privilege of use of public facilities. See also Liberty Highway Go. v.
Michigan Utilities Commission, 294 Fed. 703 (1923), with reference to the
Michigan statute.
12. 1932 U. S. Av. R. 216.
13. American Airways Inc. v. Wallace, 57 F. (2d) 877 (1932).
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Airways filed suit to enjoin the taxing authorities of Tennessee
from collecting the so-called storage tax under the following cir-
cumstances: It appears that American Airways bought its gaso-
line in tank cars outside of Tennessee, brought the gasoline by
railroad into the State, stored it in private tanks, and withdrew it
from time to time to be used solely in its planes engaged in inter-
state commerce through and across the State of Tennessee. It
was thereupon claimed that the Tennessee statute was an uncon-
stitutional burden upon interstate commerce. A Federal Court
sustained the validity of the act and held in substance that the tax
did nothing more than provide a privilege tax upon those engaging
in a business within the State of Tennessee (the business of stor-
ing and distributing gasoline), and that it applied to all persons
equally doing a like business and was therefore valid as an excise,
privilege, or license tax. That case is now on its way to the Su-
preme Court of the United States, so I am advised. Until it is de-
cided, we will not know whether these so-called storage taxes are
applicable under circumstances similar to those shown in the Ten-
nessee case.
14
My own State, Florida, has a somewhat similar storage tax.
The statute, however, indicates that the tax therein imposed is upon
the privilege of keeping gasoline stored in Florida, for consumption
in Florida. In an opinion dated December, 1930, the then Attorney
General of the State of Florida (now one of the Justices of our
Supreme Court) held that this tax could not be levied upon gaso-
line brought into Florida by an aviation company as an interstate
shipment, stored in Florida, and thereafter withdrawn for consump-
tion "exclusively by aeroplanes operating in interstate commerce."
The state of Wyoming has a somewhat different storage tax,
the validity of which has recently been tested in a suit brought
by Boeing Air Transport, Inc. In an opinion handed down Octo-
ber 4, 1932,15 the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
has held in substance that the tax is not applicable to gasoline pur-
chased outside of Wyoming and brought into that state and there
stored by an aviatior company which thereafter withdraws the
gasoline from storage for use in its planes engaged in interstate
commerce. But this decision, so it seems to me, was necessarily
14. April 29, 1932, the Supreme Court of Tennessee, in N. C. d St. L. Ry.
v. Wallace, reached the same conclusion as to the validity of the storage tax
as had the Federal Court in the American Airways case. The Railway case
involved the same legal point except that aviation is not involved, and a de-
cision may perhaps be reached in the Supreme Court of the United States on
the railway case before the aviation, case is heard on the merits.
16. Boeing Air Transport Inc. v. Edelman, U. S. Daily, Oct. 20, 1932. p. 4.
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based upon the terms of the particular Wyoming statute. The
Wyoming statute is levied against the "wholesaler" of gasoline, and
the wholesaler is defined as any person, firm or corporation who,
among other things, imports gasoline for sale. Although it appears
from the opinion that the aviation company may have sold some
of the gasoline, which it did import, nevertheless the Court, by a
divided opinion, apparently reached the conclusion that the statute
did not cover gasoline stored by the aviation company and used by
it in interstate commerce. I do not know whether this case will
be further appealed.
I have referred to these storage cases to indicate that the law
is far from being settled as to the applicability and validity of the
various statutes which seek to tax gasoline brought into the state
and used by the importer in its own planes, when such use affects
interstate commerce. The Supreme Court of the United States
in the Eastern Air Transport case did not have before it and did
not pass upon the South Carolina storage statute. When the Su-
preme Court of the United States passes upon the Tennessee case,
which I have mentioned above, we will be able to reach a more
definite conclusion as to the validity of these statutes. It is quite
apparent that if they are invalid, a very considerable part of the
gasoline used in air transport can and will escape taxation. The
state in which the gasoline is produced cannot tax the first inter-
state sale made in that state, and the state to which the gasoline
is shipped and there stored cannot tax the gasoline except on one
of two theories: (a) by a storage tax similar to those above dis-
cussed which will be valid against gasoline withdrawn for local or
intrastate use, unless the decision in the Tennessee case is correct,
in which case the tax on all the stored gasoline will be valid; or
(b) by a tax similar to the Michigan tax based on the tax on
gasoline used in aircraft which in turn use public airports, the
theory of such tax being, as I have heretofore pointed out, a tax
upon the privilege of using public facilities. In the latter case,
I am not clear as to how the tax will be enforced if an aviation
company imports gasoline and stores it in its own tanks or at its
private landing fields, and withdraws such gasoline from 'time to
time for use in its own planes.
It is noteworthy that of the few states which impose gasoline
taxes as a privilege tax for use of the highways, both Michigan
and Arkansas have provided new gasoline taxes for state aid for
aviation. The Arkansas act of 193116 establishing a Department of
16. L. 1931, Ch. 9.
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Aeronautics provided also a tax on all aircraft motor fuel of five
cents per gallon. This tax is to be paid by the purchaser of such
fuel as "a tax or license fee paid for the privilege of operating
such aircraft in the State of Arkansas." It will be noted that gov-
ernment aircraft and established interstate airlines operating on a
regular time schedule are exempt. It would be most presumptious
for me to attempt to pass upon the validity of this statute with my
meager knowledge of the constitution and statutes of Arkansas.
But I must caution against using a statute of this kind as a model.
Ordinarily the tax that is levied upon a privilege is supposed to
have some reasonable relation to the cost of regulation of the pub-
lic facilities covered by the privilege granted in return for the pay-
ment of a tax. Placing a tax on motor fuel for the mere privilege
of operating aircraft through the air over the state seems to carry
very far the doctrine of the control of the air by the state as a
means of transportation.
In those states which have the more customary forms of gaso-
line taxes (of the character generally held valid in the Eastern Air
Transport case) the diversion of part of the taxes collected from
gasoline sales to provide a state aviation fund offers no constitu-
tional difficulty. For, as has been pointed out, the use of the tax
fund (provided it be for a public purpose) appears to be within
the scope of legislative discretion. Assuming therefore that a state
legislature may wish to set up such a fund out of the gasoline
taxes collected by the state, then three courses are available:
(a) Specific appropriation of taxes collected on sales of
gasoline, or gasoline withdrawn from storage for use by aircraft.
(b) Appropriation of an arbitrary fixed annual amount, out
of the total taxes collected from gasoline sales.
(c) Appropriation of a fixed amount based on calculated
estimate of the number of gallons which will probably be taxed for
aircraft use.
Without careful consideration, plan (a) would seem the most
desirable. Such a plan seems to be in force in Idaho under L. 1929
Ch. 283, which provides that "such sum or sums as may have been
collected as a motor fuel tax on gasoline sold for and used in air-
planes shall be placed by the State Treasurer in the State Aeronau-
tics Fund." But further consideration will immediately indicate
that this or any similar provision will add complication to state
accounting, will add expense in administration, and will be accom-
panied by other legal and mechanical difficulties. Under this plan
Idaho transferred in 1931 only the sum of $10,645.00 to the Aero-
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nautics Fund out of $2,953,922.00 collected as gasoline taxes. The
plan has the legislative advantage of continuing in effect until re-
pealed.
Either plan (b) or (c) is more simple to administer and less
costly in operation. Also these plans will give the State Aviation
authorities more accurate information of the funds which will be
available for use. If the statutes of the particular state authorize
continuing appropriations without new action by each succeeding
legislature, these plans are perhaps even more preferable.
In this necessarily fragmentary manner I have tried to point
out some of the features of a broad, complicated and far reaching
subject. As indicated at the outset, my remarks are limited to the
legal aspects of the questions discussed.
It would be improper and unwise for me to discuss the political
expediency of these problems. The aviation industry, like every
other industry in these days of stress and trouble, has its economic
problems with which I am familiar merely as a spectator, not other-
wise. New taxation may add to these problems, while, on the other
hand, new facilities provided from new taxes might more than
counterbalance the cost of such added taxes. These are legislative
problems which the industry and the several states must decide.
As a lawyer, I have sought to indicate nothing more than my tech-
nical opinion as to what taxation is or would be legal, and to what
extent and how taxes on motor fuel can be diverted or appropriated
for possible state aid to aviation."
17. 1 wish to express my appreciation for the excellent bibliography on
the subject here discussed prepared for me by the AIR LAW INSTITUTL.
